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Now you can get xml or PDF backup of almost everything (Contacts, Specific contact Log, Call Log, SMS backup, Call Log Statistics, SMS Statistics, truecaller ) and you can instantly save these backup in email, Google Drive/ DropBox or save them on any cloud location/where ever you want. Backup and Restore feature is available for SMS and Call log in addition to PDF backup which is available for SMS, Call Log, Contacts and statistics 

DISTINCT FEATURES OF APP 

 1- SMS Backup & Restore/ Favorite SMS Backup  into PDF
E2PDF is very simple but highly productive app that allows you to take sms backup of conversation of your loved once and then never loose that again. You can either restore them or can take PDF backup. All you have to do is to select conversation and before taking backup in PDF, whole conversation appears on your screen, you will enter output file name and with one click backup will be created. Generated backup file can be stored on local drive or in email and can be instantaneously shared/ save in cloud location. 

So with E2PDF, you can take

* sms backup of your friends conversation for fun
* sms backup of your family and loved once. 
* sms backup of your business conversation with your partners or contractor.
With this application, user can also perform sms tracker operation for courts or legal purpose by taking PDF backup in record and then using whole conversation later on as per user requirement.

 2- CALL LOG (OPTIONAL DIALED, RECEIVED, MISSED CALL, DATE RANGE) 
With Call Log backup and Restore feature, user can take Call log backup and restore it in any other device. Backup is created in xml format which is also readable. With PDF backup feature, you can select either to take backup of Dialed, Received,  Missed call or take complete Call Log and can use it as per your requirement. 


 2- SPECIFIC CONTACT LOG (OPTIONAL (SMS, CALL LOG)) 
Select any contact and get PDF backup of Call Log and detailed SMS conversation/ SMS chat of your loved ones. This Truecaller Specific Contact backup feature allows user to take call or sms backup of any specific contact. Truecaller feature is completely free. With this SMS tracker feature, user can track sms or call log of any contact.

 3- CALL STATISTICS 
Call Statistics allows you get statistical information of number of Dialed, Received, Missed calls and rejected calls on daily basis. In addition you will also get information of total call duration of specified date range.

 4- SMS STATISTICS 
With SMS statistics, you will get number of SMS Sent/Received on daily basis and as well as total number of SMS Sent/Received during specified time range.

 5- CONTACTS (OPTIONAL CONTACT NAME, CONTACT NUMBER, EMAIL ADDRESS) 
Now you can get your contacts Backup with custom features including Contact Name, Contact Number, Email Address.
Orphan email address are those which are saved in your device but are not linked with any contact directly.

 GOOGLE CONTACTS Backup/ Export Contact 
To backup/export Google Contacts to PDF, follow these steps 
* Go to your contacts
* Select Settings
* Select Contacts
* Select your Gmail account whom contacts you want to select.
* Go back to E2PDF, and select "Contact Menu" and following normal procedure.
* Google contacts will be exported to PDF and will be ready to save.


PDF is generated using stranded writers so output file is compatible with almost all known  readers including  Adobe Acrobat, Nitro, Xodo PDF Reader, Sumantra , Radaee ,Preview, Foxit, PDF-XChange and many more.

The output generated file can easily be shared over email, Whatsapp, Wifi-direct, Bluetooth and you can save it directly to your Google Drive or DropBox/ icloud
"sms backup and restore" will be available in next release.
E2PDF following features are complete free
truecaller backup, google contact, sms, phone contact backup.

E2PDF works perfectly fine with other sms tracker apps
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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October 20, 2018
Good way to save memories of loved ones. I couldn't open the pdf in the file output, it kept saying it was scanning, so, I moved to another file and it opened fine. A bit scary to not have the option to disable other features, and, ads are numerous, but, it's free. If you have a loved one who has died or may die soon, this is a good way to keep text memories. Also if you're running out of phone storage. It's text only, so save any photos separately.
1,100 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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January 11, 2019
Allows you to backup a single sms thread, in a "text, reply" format, which actually makes sense. I don't know why every ap I've tried up until now would only give you one side of the conversation. If not for the massive ads that pop up and take up the entire screen (which doubtlessly will result in unintentional clicks) i would give it 5 stars.
56 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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February 26, 2020
This app more or less does what it says. It would be nice if it backed up image attachments into the pdf, rather than leaving gaps. But this app goes insanely overboard with ads and for that alone they deserve zero stars. They practically spam me with them, I get one every five seconds. I've never used an app with this many ads and they're very intrusive, they take over the screen and interrupt your task. It's insane. This app is pretty much just several megabytes of garbage.
887 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Day Dreamer LLC
May 19, 2020

Dear User, we sincerely apologize for all inconvenience caused due to ads. We hope you understand that ads are mainly source of revenue to pay salaries of team. Still we have forwarded your concerned to our department and they are looking into this. Thanks again for your detailed feeback.
At Your Service
Day Dreamers Support Team
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What's new


* New designs in Cover Page setup
* Performance improvement
* Bugs fixation
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